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ARTICLE

GIs and “Jeep girls”: sex and American soldiers in wartime
China
Zach FREDMAN

Arts and Humanities Division, Duke Kunshan University, Kunshan

ABSTRACT
This article examines how sex affected the larger politics of the
Sino–US alliance during World War II. By early 1945, Chinese from
across the social spectrum resented the US military presence, but
just one issue sparked a violent backlash: sexual relations between
American soldiers (GIs) and Chinese women. Two interrelated, patri-
archal narratives about sex emerged that spring. Starting in March,
government-backed newspapers began criticizing “Jeep girls,” an
epithet coined to describe the Chinese women who consorted with
American servicemen. Rumors also circulated that GIs were using
Jeeps to kidnap “respectable” women and rape them. Each narra-
tive portrayed women’s bodies as territory to be recovered and
inextricable from national sovereignty. These narratives resonated
widely, turning Jeep girls into the catalyst through which all vari-
ables causing resentment against the US military presence inter-
sected and converged. With Japan on the ropes, China’s allied
friends now stood in the way of irreversibly consigning foreign
imperialism to the past. Sexual relations were not the Sino–US
alliance’s seedy underside, but the core site of its tensions.
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By spring 1945, the US Army had worn out its welcome in China. President Chiang
Kai-shek now had a capable American chief of staff in General Albert Wedemeyer, but
he still had to contend with damage done by Wedemeyer’s abrasive predecessor,
General Joseph Stilwell. Stilwell’s insistence on launching the 1944 Salween campaign
and diverting aircraft to Burma had reduced China’s capacity to resist Japan’s Ichigo
offensive, just as Chiang had warned.1 Ordinary Chinese also soured on the US
presence. For the most part, the more they interacted with American soldiers, the
more they hated them. The civilians who had welcomed them as allied friends back
in 1942 now associated their presence with inflation, black marketeering, reckless
driving, and alcohol-fueled violence. Interpreters and soldiers, meanwhile, seethed at
American personnel treating them like second-class citizens in their own country.2

These problems all exacerbated anti-American resentment, but just one issue catalyzed
a violent backlash: sexual relations between American soldiers (GIs) and Chinese
women.

CONTACT Zach FREDMAN zach.fredman@dukekunshan.edu.cn
1van de Ven, War and Nationalism, 43–47.
2Fredman, “Lofty Expectations,” 585–592; and Fredman, From Allies to Occupiers, 53–74, 168–235, and 331–352.
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Two interrelated, patriarchal narratives about sexual relations emerged in China that
spring. In March, government-backed newspapers began publishing articles, cartoons,
and letters about “Jeep girls,” (Jipu nülang) an epithet coined to describe Chinese
women who consorted with American servicemen. Jeep girls, this narrative alleged,
rode alongside GIs in the US Army’s ubiquitous Jeep four-by-fours while looking down
upon compatriots who bled and labored for the nation. Rather than serve their country,
Jeep girls prostituted themselves to foreigners. To be a Jeep girl, according to this
narrative, was to betray China, to relinquish one’s womanhood, and to be a traitor and
a whore. Jeeps also featured prominently in the second narrative, which first appeared
in police reports and street gossip during late 1944, before snowballing into a panic that
swept through southwest China over the next few months. According to this narrative,
American soldiers in Jeeps were snatching “respectable” women off the streets and
raping them. While one narrative focused on women’s behavior and the other on
American conduct, both portrayed Chinese women’s bodies as territory to be recovered
and inextricable from national sovereignty. The violent backlash began in mid-April
when many Chinese men, convinced that women who associated with Americans were
either prostitutes or rape victims, began confronting GIs and their female companions,
compelling US and Chinese authorities to devise a Jeep girl counternarrative of
their own.

Sexual relations sparked a violent backlash because Jeep girls became the catalyst
through which all the variables causing resentment against the US military presence
intersected and converged. Jeep girls represented the alliance’s humiliating asymmetry
by symbolizing American dominance over Chinese men. Scholars have shown how
gender performed symbolic work in China throughout the late Qing and Republican
periods, with male intellectuals and authorities repeatedly invoking the figure of woman
in debates about Chinese culture and modernity.3 But scholarship on the politics of sex
in 1940s Sino–US relations has focused almost entirely on the Shen Chong Incident of
December 24, 1946, when the alleged rape of a Peking University student by two US
Marines sparked nationwide anti-American demonstrations.4 As this article shows,
however, Chinese resentment against sexual relations between American soldiers and
Chinese women long predated the Shen Chong Incident. The Jeep girl narratives
resonated widely in 1945 because so many Chinese men had come to view the US
military presence as a threat to patriarchal gender roles and national sovereignty. With
Japan on the ropes, China’s allied friends now stood in the way of irreversibly consign-
ing foreign imperialism to the past. Sexual relations were not the alliance’s seedy
underside, but the core site of its tensions.

This article examines the politics of sex by investigating patterns of interaction
between GIs and Chinese women, along with the symbolic work performed by the
Jeep girl narratives. The first section traces the Jeep girl-as-prostitute narrative, illus-
trating how Chinese men came to see women who fraternized with American service-
men as whores – a point of convergence with the US military’s racialized policies and

3Hershatter, Women and China’s Revolutions; Hershatter, Dangerous Pleasures, 3–24; and Duara, “The Regime of
Authenticity,” 287–298.

4See, for example, Zheng, “A Specter of Extraterritoriality,” 17–44; Shaffer, “A Rape in Beijing,” 31–64; Zhang, America
Perceived, 77–121. Authors who have written about Jeep girls also focus on the Shen Chong Incident and the Civil
War period. See Cathcart, “Atrocities, Insults, and ‘Jeep Girls,’” 140–154; and Bickers, Out of China, 270–271.
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practices toward Chinese women. The next section explores how sexual misconduct by
American personnel, communication problems, and mutual distrust contributed to the
Jeep girl-as-rape-victim narrative. The section after that focuses on Chinese men’s
backlash against GIs and the women who associated with them, illustrating that anti-
American demonstrations could not have occurred without tacit approval from the
Juntong, the Nationalist government’s most powerful secret service organ. The final
section analyzes the ineffective Jeep girl counternarrative that Wedemeyer strong-
armed Chiang into implementing. As other scholars have noted, prostitutes and rape
victims rarely speak or represent themselves directly in the historical record, so with few
exceptions, such as police records, women appear in this chapter primarily when men
wanted to condemn or rescue them.5 Their silence, however, is crucial to the story. The
Jeep girl narratives reduced women to symbols in a propaganda battle among men
seeking to control female sexuality and China’s future.

The Jeep girl-as-prostitute

The US military contributed to the Jeep girl-as-prostitute narrative by placing Chinese
women into a single, all-encompassing category: racially unsuited to marriage.6 On
June 8, 1942, in move undertaken explicitly to prevent interracial marriage, the US War
Department issued Circular 179, which stated that no military personnel on duty
outside the United States could marry without his commanding officer’s approval.7

When soldiers in China began seeking permission to marry that fall, Raymond Ludden,
the American consul in Kunming, informed Army Chaplain J.E. Tull that US immigra-
tion law “specifically prohibited … the naturalization of Chinese.”8 Permission from
commanding officers in China would not be forthcoming, even though many, including
Fourteenth Air Force Commander Claire Chennault, slept with Chinese women.9

Marriage policy in the China–Burma–India (CBI) Theater, like European colonial
policy in Southeast Asia, thus relegated local women to the status of prostitutes or
concubines, suited only for servicing sexual needs and preventing carnal relations
between men and men.10

The War Department updated its policy after Congress passed the Chinese Exclusion
Repeal Act of 1943: American personnel contemplating marriage in China now needed
the theater commander’s permission. In other allied countries, in contrast, the War
Department relaxed its regulations.11 So while approximately 40,000 American service-
men married British women in the United Kingdom before Germany’s surrender, not
a single GI got married in China until June 3, 1945, when Wedemeyer allowed Wang
Yabo, a Chinese-American Fourteenth Air Force sergeant, to marry Zha Hailun, an

5Hershatter, Dangerous Pleasures, 3–4; and Enloe, Maneuvers, 51–60.
6This policy followed the US military’s pattern in the Philippines. See Kramer, “Shades of Sovereignty,” 249–253.
7Reynolds, Rich Relations, 209–210.
8Ludden to Tull, Jan. 16, 1943, Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department of State, Record Group 84,
Kunming Consulate Records, Box 52, 1943 Part VIII.

9Fourteenth Air Force navigator Jack Samson wrote that Chennault cheated on his wife Nell with numerous Chinese
women during the war. See Samson, Flying Tiger, 346–347.

10On Southeast Asia see Stoler, Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power, 1–21.
11This policy derived from War Department Circular No. 307, issued on July 18, 1944. See “Marriage of Military and
Naval Personnel,” Jan. 23, 1943, Records of the United States Marine Corps, Record Group 127, Box 73, III MAC War
Diary January 1946.
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American-educated clerical assistant employed at the US Army’s Services of Supply
(SOS) headquarters.12 The Guomindang-connected Xinwen tiandi (News Universe)
magazine, which had previously stirred up resentment against Jeep girls, celebrated
the marriage as a triumph of Sino-American friendship.13 But this tokenistic union
actually reinforced existing racial constructs. With her American bachelor’s degree and
service to the US military in a traditionally female occupation, Zha embodied class and
gender traits that buttressed the mid-century American rejection of scientific racism
and its replacement with notions about the potential of “nonwhites” to mature into
modern societies under American tutelage.14 The marriage also failed to challenge the
miscegenation taboo. More importantly, by deeming all but the smallest fraction of
Chinese women as racially unsuited to marriage, US policy made any Chinese woman
who associated with American personnel vulnerable to being labeled a prostitute.

The US Army also tacitly encouraged prostitution among China-bound personnel.
While its official guidebooks to Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand mentioned
little about women, the Army’s Pocket Guide to China enticed GIs with the prospect of
exotic sexual adventure.15 A section entitled “Chinese Girls,” accompanied by a drawing
of a slender, busty, long-legged female dressed in a qipao gown, opened, “The modern
Chinese girl, in her closely fitting gown, her bare arms, and short hair is often very
pretty.” The Pocket Guide warned against touching “the average Chinese girl” but
assured readers they would find “Chinese girls in cabarets and amusements who may
be used to free and easy ways.”16 The prewar US military presence in China also left
each service branch with rich, demeaning lore about Chinese concubines, taxi dancers,
and prostitutes – all of whom American military personnel had referred to as “pigs.”17

Support for prostitution continued after arrival. The War Department arranged
large-scale condom distribution, while local medical staff set up chemical prophylaxis
stations. Unit commanders exercised indirect control over sex work by labeling certain
brothels off-limits and prohibiting officers and men from patronizing the same
establishments.18 In August 1942, US forces set up seven military police posts at the
“localities most frequented by American troops” in Kunming: four outside restaurants
known for attracting sex workers, the other three inside the city’s walled red-light
district.19 As more troops arrived, American commanders turned a blind eye when local
authorities allowed the establishment of brothels to serve GIs.20 According to the
journalist John Hlavacek, the Fourteenth Air Force even carried out regular medical

12Reynolds, Rich Relations, 210–214, 413, and 420–422; Bioletti, The Yanks are Coming, 75; and Barker and Jackson,
Fleeting Attraction, 170–174.

13“Kunming Zhong Mei nannü shejiao.”
14On midcentury race making, see Shibusawa, America’s Geisha Ally, 55–83, and 296. See also Kramer, Blood of
Government.

15US Army Service Forces, A Short Guide to Britain, 10–20; US Army Service Forces, A Pocket Guide to Australia, 12–32;
and US Army Service Forces, A Short Guide to New Zealand, 7–11.

16US Army Service Forces, A Pocket Guide to China, 5.
17Cornebise, The United States Army in China, 87–93; Clark, George B., Treading Softly, 105–106; and Tolley, Yangtze
Patrol, 91, 102, and 209.

18Headquarters, USF China Theater, Jan. 22, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of
Operations, Record Group 493, Records of the Special Staff, Box 95, 1944–1945.

19Meikong silingbu cheng Kunming xingying [US Air Force Headquarters to Kunming Garrison Headquarters], Aug. 3,
1942, Junshi weiyuanhui Kunming xingying dang’an [National Military Council Kunming Garrison Headquarters
Archives], file no. 1094–0001-00087–0070-73.

20Operation of United Nations Club, May 29, 1944, Record Group 493, UD-UP 365, Box 64, 250.2 barred or restricted
areas; and Clark, Arthur W., Eyes of the Tiger, 59–60.
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inspections at one brothel located near a forward airbase.21 Both Stilwell and
Wedemeyer denied that the US Army condoned prostitution in China, but just one
American command – Naval Group China (SACO) – enforced an anti-prostitution
policy.22

According to a provost marshal investigation, the US Army’s base security officer in
Kunming even operated an enlisted men’s club that “was in fact a brothel.”
Investigators reported that Captain Gerald Reed had hired “dancing girls and prosti-
tutes” in Guilin and flown them to Yunnan aboard a US Army transport plane. Stilwell
placed Reed’s club off-limits in October 1943, after medical staff confirmed that
American personnel had contracted venereal disease there, but before the provost
marshal had discovered the full extent of Reed’s activities. Reed evaded disciplinary
action and soon earned a promotion to major. He also continued to serve as base
security officer until early 1945.23 Clearly, Stilwell cared only if GIs contracted venereal
disease, not if they slept with prostitutes. Chennault, for his part, might have had a hand
in Reed’s operation. According to rumors circulating around Kunming during the
summer of 1943, he “gave [Reed] personal vocal orders” to go to Guilin and “round
up some girls for a whore house in Kunming.”24

American servicemen in China came into contact with prostitutes more than any
other single type of Chinese civilian, but not all interaction with women involved sex
work. More formal interaction connected American personnel with China’s
Westernized elite. For example, Tsinghua University president Mei Yiqi allowed his
daughter Zubin to date an American pilot under the supervision of a chaperone.25 Tao
Cenggu of the Chinese Women’s National Troop Comforting Society entertained
American personnel in Kunming and taught them about China.26 On a less formal
basis, English-speaking Chinese women employed as clerks and typists for the US Army
socialized with American servicemen.27 According to one civilian employee, she and
her colleagues attended parties given by American personnel in Kunming “just to be
sociable and to make the party a success.”28 Young Chinese women also patronized the
Chinese-owned restaurants, cafés, and dance halls that catered to American forces.
Some even took GIs as boyfriends.29

The informal, public interaction provoked resentment. Chinese also frowned upon
mixing of Western men and Chinese women.30 Conservatives associated with the New
Life Movement, like Huang Jiade, believed that women who patronized Western-style
dance halls threatened traditional social order.31 Ordinary Sichuanese and Yunnanese
also held conservative views about gender relations. To them, only prostitutes drank

21Hlavacek, Letters Home, 210–211.
22Miles, A Different Kind of War, 94, and 138–139; SACO China No. 1, Sept. 20, 1944, and Report of Mr. “X” on Precarious
Sino-American Relations in Chongqing, Apr. 24, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India
Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 266, Box 314, Morals and Conduct from 5/16 to 6/30 1945.

23Cooper to Wedemeyer, Major Gerald E. Reed, Jan. 26, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India
Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 266, Box 314, China Theater AG 250.1.

24Paul LeRoy Jones, Diary Entry, June 26, 1943, Paul LeRoy Jones Papers, Box 1, Folder 5.
25“Shi dai feng cai nianzhong pan dian,” 8–13.
26Citation, Madame Chiang Monlin-lin, undated, James B. Hinchliff Collection.
27Theodore White, “GIs and Chungking Girls,” June 2, 1945, Theodore White Papers, Box 58, Folder 16.
28“Civilians and Dayrooms.”
29Peck, Two Kinds of Time, 518–550; and Cheng Huina, “Jipu nülang yan zhong de Meiguo bing,” 58–59.
30Dikotter, The Discourse of Race in Modern China, 58.
31Edwards, “Policing the Modern Woman,” 134–135; and Ferlanti, “The New Life Movement at War,” 194, and 198.
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and socialized with men.32 Even in Guilin, the open city loved by GIs “because of its
swarms of pretty and often willing girls,” patience with American personnel wore
thin.33 According to Graham Peck, who ran the US Office of War Information’s
Guilin branch, women from privileged backgrounds were warned “to stop seeing so
much of Americans,” while local tabloids began printing “scandalous news about
American aviators and their lady friends.”34 On March 15, 1944, an unattributed op-
ed in the Guangxi ribao (Guangxi Daily), Guilin’s leading newspaper, channeled the
“New Woman” discourse popular among prewar reformist intellectuals to attack
women who patronized dance halls with American personnel: “These women … are
not winning glory for China’s New Women, they are humiliating them.”35 With
conservatives, liberals, and ordinary folk all offended by mixing of GIs and Chinese
women, the Jeep girl-as-prostitute narrative was beginning to take shape.

Guilin fell to the Japanese on November 11, but public interaction increased sharply
over the winter. The Ichigo offensive triggered a new refugee flow and the war’s worst
inflation, making more women in Sichuan and Yunnan dependent on GIs for their
livelihood.36 Kunming’s food prices doubled in January alone, and by summer it took
3,250 fabi (the official currency used by the Chinese Nationalist government between
1935 and 1948) to purchase a single dollar on Chongqing’s black markets, up from 470
in January.37 Prostitution offered a harsh but available safety net, both symbolizing and
shaping the ever more lopsided balance of power between China and the United States.
Demand for sex work also increased because US Army troop strength in China doubled
between December and early June.38 American buying power soared to new heights as
well. By June, American privates on US$60 per month earned 10 times more than full
Chinese generals.39 As a Chinese interpreter for US forces named Huang Shang wrote,
“they were naturally quite a catch” for sex workers.40

Prostitutes flooded the streets wherever GIs congregated during the war’s final year.
Kunming’s Nanping Theater area, downtown Chongqing, and what remained of
Baoshan became riotous, unofficial red-light districts, bringing to Southwest China
the atmosphere of Shanghai’s prewar French Concession – minus the glamour – and
auguring the postwar camptowns outside US bases in the Philippines and South
Korea.41 “The soliciting is more open here than in India,” wrote intelligence officer
Arthur Clark after he arrived in Kunming, “many people who know little English have

32Theodore White, “GIs and Chungking Girls,” June 2, 1945, Theodore White Papers, Box 58, Folder 16.
33Peck, Two Kinds of Time, 520.
34Ibid., 537–540.
35“Qudi bu zhengdang yule.” “New Woman” discourse was an attempt by male intellectuals to shore up declining
political influence by policing Chinese womanhood. See Edwards, “Policing the Modern Woman,” 115–143.

36Mitter, Forgotten Ally, 318–326; and Young, China’s Wartime Finance and Inflation, 264–266.
37“Political Reports for January and February 1945,” Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department of State,
Record Group 84, Kunming Consulate, Classified General Records 1944–1949, Box 3, Classified Files 1945; and Inflation
and Countermeasures, undated, Record Group 493, UD-UP 243, Box 16, Black Book China #5:2.

38Personnel Strength: China Theater, undated, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of
Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 243, Box 15, Black Book China #1; and Personnel Strength Jan. 1945 to Jan.
1946, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 590,
Box 11, Charts on Strength USFCT.

39Chinese generals earned $20,000 fabi per month, or just over US$6 at black market exchange rates in Chongqing.
Chang Jui-te, Kangzhan shiqi de guojun renshi, 91–99; and US War Department, WAC Life, 162–163.

40Huang Shang, Guanyu Meiguo bing, 38–39.
41Huang Shang, Guanyu Meiguo bing, 41–42; Hershatter, Dangerous Pleasures, 37–50; and Henriot, Prostitution and
Sexuality in Shanghai, 88–98. On camptown prostitution see, Höhn and Moon, Over There, 1–77.
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nonetheless mastered a few obscene expressions.”42 According to US Army counter-
intelligence, pimps and street walkers accosted soldiers whenever they entered these
towns.43 Easy access to cheap sex also reinforced American views of the Chinese as
a subservient, pitiful people. Chinese men knew it too. “It left a deep impression on
me,” wrote Huang Shang, upon seeing an American soldier with his arms around a girl
“who couldn’t have been more than sixteen or seventeen, too young to wear makeup
but dressed in Western clothes, looking so pitiful and skinny next to her foreign
boyfriend.… To think,” he grieved, “that China had to rely on these women to ‘promote
harmonious diplomatic relations.’”44

Attacks on Jeep girls began in early 1945, and articles implied that the Jeep girls’
behavior served as a barometer for national decline. “Our Jeep girls,” Zhu Junle wrote
in the March 20 issue of Xinwen tiandi, walked around Chongqing with purses full of
“French perfume, Three Flowers powder, and Tangee brand lipstick … foreign senti-
ment makes them look down on everything: black-haired, black-eyed, yellow-skinned
everything.”45 On May 2, the Chengdu edition of the Guomindang’s Zhongyang ribao
(Central News Daily) published a letter that leveled similar charges: “You women, you
are forfeiting everything! Soldiers bleed at the front lines as people in the rear areas
sweat and toil.” Chinese women, the author fumed, ought to attend to Chinese men:
“Officers and men on the front lines are waiting for you … will you serve them?”46 On
May 3, Kunming’s Zhengyi bao (Justice News), a newspaper backed by Long Yun’s
provincial government, blasted Jeep girls for “snigger[ing] at her fellow country folks
and flirt[ing] with foreigners.”47 The Kunming edition of the Zhongyang ribao reported
that “starved coolies” were lying in the streets as Jeep girls gushed over gifts from their
“GI friends.”48 Less derisive pieces still portrayed the women in a negative light, though
one editorial suggested “they be given medals for helping bring in American gold
dollars to balance the budget.”49 These articles echoed portrayals of the “modern girl”
from the 1930s: the deceitful, greedy, and reckless young women who idolized the West
and threatened China’s national strength.50

Graham Peck interpreted the campaign against Jeep girls as a “much stronger
indirect attack on the Americans,” a conclusion endorsed by other scholars, but the
campaign’s core aim was to reappropriate women’s bodies from American soldiers.51

Female voices were conspicuously absent. An exposé in the April 20 edition of Xinwen
tiandi supposedly written by “a real Jeep girl” named Shen Lusha was in fact a male-
authored satire intended to stir up further resentment: “Shen” spent two pages gushing
over the luxury goods, cash, and extra rations with which “Harry,” her “international

42Clark, Arthur W., Eyes of the Tiger, 59–60.
43Counter Intelligence Corps, “Jeep Girls,” May 13, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India
Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 266, box 314, Morals and Conduct from 5/16 to 6/30 1945.

44Huang Shang, Guanyu Meiguo bing, 40.
45Zhu Junle, “Jeep Car yu Jeep Girl.”
46“Gei jipu xiaojie men.”
47“The Jeep Girl,” Zhengyi bao, May 3, 1945, cited in OWI Kunming Branch Translation Service, Records of the Office of
War Information, Record Group 208, Entry 370, Box 383, unmarked folder 3.

48“So This Is Kunming,” Zhongyang ribao (Kunming), May 16, 1945, cited in OWI Kunming Branch Translation Service,
Record Group 208, Entry 370, Box 383, unmarked folder 3.

49Theodore White, “This Week in Chungking,” May 10, 1945, Theodore White Papers, Box 58, Folder 10.
50See Hershatter, Women and China’s Revolutions, chap. 5.
51Peck, Two Kinds of Time, 636. See also Bickers, Out of China, 269–270. Patriarchal nationalist movements elsewhere
shared this trait. See Roberts, What Soldiers Do, 88–89; and Enloe, Maneuvers, 51–99.
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love,” showered her each month.52 Like the interwar debates about China’s “New
Woman,” the furor over Jeep girls was a male affair.53

The Jeep girl-as-prostitute narrative resonated because it soothed injured masculi-
nity. During the war’s final year, inflation decimated the incomes of public employees
and men who held prestigious jobs. Professors, journalists, and civil servants became
destitute as they watched pimps, smugglers, and black marketeers rise in the new social
order. They also witnessed their female compatriots become dependent on a foreign
army with a long history of racist relationships with local civilians.54 From their
perspectives, Jeep girls embodied a greater social disruption than the lower class men
whose standing rose during the war because they transgressed class, gender, and racial
norms. These women, who had suffered no less from the war than men had, became
scapegoats. Press censorship precluded direct criticism of the government and the US
military, but women were easier prey. The narrative’s origin in government-backed
papers, however, revealed both high-level frustration with the American presence and
lower level discontent at how the Nationalist Party had enabled Americans – and the
women who fraternized with them – to behave. But this narrative had limited expla-
natory power when it came to addressing unwanted sexual advances by American
personnel, a phenomenon familiar to anyone who spent time near hostels or liberty
spots.

The Jeep girl-as-rape victim

The US military also contributed to the Jeep girl-as-rape victim narrative. Recent
histories of World War II show that American servicemen committed widespread
sexual misconduct around the globe, ranging from aggressive heckling to rape.55 In
China, excessive drinking mixed with racialized sexual entitlement, impunity, and
contempt toward local men to fuel harassment and violence against women. While
none of these four ingredients were unique to China, the specific racial and power
dynamics operating there made the mix uniquely explosive, which were combined with
existing distrust and communication problems to fuel a panic over rape in early 1945.

The US military established a reputation for sexual misconduct during its early days
in Chongqing. The 24 sailors of the USS Tutuila, a Yangtze Patrol gunboat that became
stranded in Chongqing before Pearl Harbor, made the police blotter frequently in 1940.
On July 18, four of them beat passersby with glass bottles and harassed women outside
Chongqing’s Cathay Theater during an evening of heavy drinking.56 Complaints about
the sailors’ continued misconduct led to a police investigation in 1941. “Every night
without exception,” Detective Zong Yongyu concluded in his final report, “these sailors
indulge in food, wine, women, and gambling.” While intoxicated, Zong noted, they

52Shen Lusha, “Wo shi Jeep Girl.”
53Edwards, “Policing the Modern Woman.”
54My analysis borrows from Cynthia Enloe. See Enloe, Does Khaki Become You?, 38–39.
55This literature is too vast to describe here in detail. A representative example includes Roberts, What Soldiers Do, esp.
108–110, and 198–199; Reynolds, Rich Relations; Bailey and Farber, The First Strange Place; Barker and Jackson,
Fleeting Attraction; Bioletti, The Yanks are Coming; Tanaka, Japan’s Comfort Women; and Lilly, Taken by Force.

56Sichuan Sheng renmin zhengfu waishi qiaowu (Gang Ao) bangong shi, “Waiguo ren feifa, fanzui an de jiaoshe.”
Accessed July 2, 2017. http://www.scfao.gov.cn/info/detail.jsp?infoId=B000000650.
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sometimes shoved sex workers into the Yangtze River.57 Chongqing police, who had no
powers of arrest, protested to the American embassy. After Pearl Harbor, the US Army
personnel in Chongqing demonstrated similar proclivities. On October 7, 1942, two
armed, intoxicated GIs trashed the Shishi xinbao (Current News) newspaper office on
Chongqing’s Liziba Road, breaking windows, firing off rounds, and assaulting
a Zhongyang ribao deliveryman who happened upon them. Zhang Wanli, the paper’s
manager, told police that drunk American personnel “frequently stood at the intersec-
tion [outside the office] in groups of more than 10 to harass women and disrupt
traffic.”58

Over the next few years, Chinese authorities reported occasional sexual assaults, but
accusations increased sharply only after the Ichigo offensive. By December 1944,
“frequent late-night public drunkenness by American servicemen” looking for prosti-
tutes had become a “threat to public safety,” according to Chongqing Police Chief Tang
Yi.59 On January 26, 1945, Foreign Affairs Bureau (FAB, waishi ju) Director He Haoruo
forwarded to Wedemeyer two police reports about sexual misconduct in nearby
Baishiyi, including one case where Army Air Force personnel “dragged a respectable
lady” into their Jeep “made away with her” – the first allegation of GIs using a Jeep to
commit rape. The second report alleged that American personnel was engaged in daily
sexual misconduct, “roam[ing] about the streets of Baishiyi in the evening, try[ing] to
get women by fair means or foul,” sometimes going “so far as to knock at the doors of
respectable citizens in their search for objects of desire, not hesitating to use firearms as
a method of intimidation.” If misconduct persisted, Chongqing Gendarmerie
Headquarters (military police) warned, “this state of affairs may lead to untoward
incidents in which the safety of American personnel may well be involved.”60

Wedemeyer promised to investigate, and Tang obtained US military police assistance
in carrying out joint patrols in Chongqing. But sexual misconduct continued.61

As the case of Gerald Reed illustrates, US authorities were sometimes part of the
problem. FAB Deputy Director, Wang Shiming, complained in March 1945 that US
military police, instead of helping Tang rein in unruly GIs actually flouted Chongqing’s
regulations against keeping prostitutes away from military facilities.62 At around the
same time in Kunming, Private Fred Mason, a member of the military police company
that guarded Wujiaba, twice assaulted Chinese sentries who attempted to stop
American troops from bringing prostitutes into the installation. After Wedemeyer

57Zhipu Gang cheng Tang Yi dian [Officer Pu’s Report to Police Chief Tang Yi], Oct. 18, 1940, Chongqing shi jingjcha ju
dang’an [Chongqing Municipal Police Bureau Archives], file no. 0061-0015-02080-0000.

58“Zhang Wanli zhi Chongqing shi zhengfu dian [Zhang Wanli Memorandum to the Chongqing City Government], Oct.
7, 1942, shi zhengfu dang’an [Municipal Government Archives], file no. 0053-0010-00019-0023–25.

59Tang Yi cheng Chongqing shi zhengfu dian [Tang Yi Memorandum to the Chongqing Municipal Government],
Dec. 13, 1944, shi zhengfu dang’an, file 0053-0010-0019-0093-94.

60He Haoruo to Albert Wedemeyer, Jan. 26, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of
Operations, Record Group 493, Records of the Special Staff, Box 95, 1944–1945.

61Tang Yi cheng Chongqing shi zhengfu dian [Tang Yi Memorandum to the Chongqing Municipal Government], Dec.
13, 1944, shi zhengfu dang’an, file no. 0053-0010-0019-0093-94.

62Wang Shiming to US Army Headquarters, Mar. 19, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India
Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, Records of the Special Staff, Box 98, Dec. 1944 to May 15, 1945.
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replaced Gerald Reed as base security officer for Kunming, a provost marshal investiga-
tion into Mason’s conduct revealed that “military police had frequently and deliberately
allowed prostitutes to enter the airfield.”63

Reed was not the only commander who set a poor example, which sent a clear
message to the men in the ranks. Back in October 1944, Lieutenant Colonel Raymond
Wheeler, the commander of US forces at Yunnanyi Airbase, drank heavily in full view
of 1,500 American personnel attending a USO show. Wheeler twice interrupted the
show, once bringing a donkey onstage, and a junior officer under his command tried to
enter actress Jinx Falkenburg’s dressing tent while completely naked.64 Another
Lieutenant Colonel, Harry McAleenan of the Chinese–American Composite Wing at
Baishiyi, caused disturbances on consecutive nights in early May at Chongqing’s
Victory House, the center of social life for top US military brass and the Chongqing
elite. On May 11, he drunkenly berated enlisted military policemen in front of Chinese
guests, demanding they take him to a brothel. On the evening of May 12, Chinese
attending a charity dance ball at the Victory House were interrupted by a crying woman
displaying bite marks on her skin. McAleenan, she asserted, had bitten her, beat her up,
and refused to pay her for sex. Just 30 min later, another sex worker interrupted the ball
after suffering a beating at the hands of a US Army officer.65

Violence was a possibility whenever American personnel went looking for sex,
especially if alcohol was involved. Intoxicated GIs barged into houses all around
Yunnan, looking for women. An American sergeant killed a man named Wang Anlin
near Dali on December 19, 1944, after breaking into his home while searching for
a brothel.66 A few weeks later outside Baoshan, four American enlisted men rampaged
through a village. Drunk on homemade liquor, they shot out locks and eaves on
random houses, kicked down doors, killed farm animals, stole food, and struck
a Chinese in the face with a rifle butt. The four had entered the village to find
a comrade who had separated from the group earlier because “he wanted a girl.”67

American investigators discovered similar incidents near Yangkai (Yangjie) Airbase in
January 1945.68 Outside Yunnan, Baishiyi remained a hotbed of complaints through the
winter and into the spring, with reports of GIs “molesting Chinese women” in their

63Report of Investigation of Attack on Chinese Guard, Mar. 20, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-
India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 266, Box 314, Dec. 10, 1944 to May 15, 1945; Courts Martial,
May 1945, June 1, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record
Group 493, UD-UP 419, Box 244, Correspondence 1943–1945.

64Report of Investigation Regarding Misconduct of Personnel, Nov. 3, 1944, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-
Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 266, Box 325, Pat O’Brien Case.

65Statements of George B. Gellas and Peter Smeicinski, May 12 and 13, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the
China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 266, box 314, Morals and Conduct from 5/16 to
6/30 1945.

66He Haoruo to Albert Wedemeyer, Feb. 21, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of
Operations, Record Group 493, Records of the Special Staff, Box 98, Morals and Conduct Dec. 1944 to May 15, 1945.

67Final Report of Case No. W96-88, Jan. 25, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of
Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 541, Box 87, Special Court Martial.

68Statement of Mr. Chang Ching Dah, Mar. 11, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters
of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 309, Box 670, CASC # 627-17-84.
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homes.69 He Haoruo also forwarded Wedemeyer rape allegations against American
personnel in Hunan and elsewhere in Sichuan.70

Some crimes were particularly heinous. At around midnight on February 24, three
intoxicated enlisted men – Harvey Miller, James Daffin, and Harold Hughes – entered
a village near Yangkai Airbase to search for prostitutes. After forcing their way into two
houses but leaving after the occupants “rais[ed] considerable hell,” they kicked open the
door to the home of a farmer named Yang Zhengcai. The three beat Yang with clubs
and a bottle of rum. Daffin dragged Yang’s wife to a nearby rice paddy where he and
Miller raped her. Hughes tried to rape the Yangs’ nine-year-old daughter, but she
resisted. Hughes then left her alone in the rice paddy and raped her mother. The three
fled when they saw Jeep headlights approaching: a village magistrate had alerted the
base. They evaded the US MPs that night but confessed to the crime a week later after
medics reported that Miller and Hughes were the only men to have taken prophylactics
at the base dispensary on February 24. All three were sentenced to just six months’ hard
labor.71 These short sentences belied the Pocket Guide to China’s claim that Americans
treated “the Chinese as we treat any of our allies, and that we respect them as human
beings on an equality with ourselves.”72 They were also far more lenient than the 20-
year sentences handed down by the same military court for a similar gang rape in India
in June 1944, which also occurred during a home invasion and involved an aggravated
assault on the victim’s husband. In India, however, the perpetrators were black.73

Other allegations were less clear-cut, and some were even false, which reinforced
American doubts about Chinese credibility. Proving rape in a US military court
required evidence that sexual penetration had occurred and that the victim had resisted
to the full extent that she was able.74 Such evidence was difficult – if not impossible – to
obtain weeks or months after an alleged crime had transpired. The provost marshal’s
Criminal Investigation Division (CID) dismissed He Haoruo’s January 26 reports from
Baishiyi for this reason: too much time had passed to conduct a proper investigation.75

CID agents also concluded that prevalent rumors of Americans raping and murdering
a girl near Baishiyi on April 25 stemmed from jealousy “over the fact that Americans
have been seen with prostitutes and other Chinese women.”76

Reporting delays and a lack of detailed evidence, such as license plate numbers,
immediately raised red flags, but even timely, well-substantiated allegations could be
dubious. On February 27, criminal investigators in Baoshan had both a license plate

69Rumor of Rape, June 26, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations,
Record Group 493, UD-UP 306, Box 664, Rape/Sex Crimes March to June 1945.

70China Theater Headquarters, Report of Derelictions, Apr. 5, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-
India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, Records of the Special Staff, Box 98, Morals and Conduct
December 1944 to May 15, 1945.

71Initial and Final Report, Mar. 21, 1945; Statement of Mrs. Yang Zhengcai, Mar. 6, 1945; Statement of Pvt. Harvey Miller,
Mar. 8, 1945; Statement of Pvt. Harold Hughes, Mar. 9, 1945; Statement of Pvt. Harvey Miller” Mar. 17, 1945, Records
of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 306, Box 665,
Investigations: Rape, March 1945.

72US Army Service Forces, Pocket Guide to China, 2.
73“Board of Review CM CBI 245,” 1–17.
74Roberts, What Soldiers Do, 213–214.
75Chinese American Composite Wing Kunming to Claire Chennault, Feb. 22, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the
China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, Records of the Special Staff, General Correspondence
Decimal File, Box 95, 1944–1945.

76Rumor of Rape, June 26, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations,
Record Group 493, UD-UP 306, Box 664, Rape Sex Crimes March to June 1945.
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number and four suspects’ names after Ma Weihan reported that GIs in a Jeep had
raped his wife Shagwan the previous night. When pressed during questioning later
that day, however, Shagwan admitted to sleeping with the Americans “of her own free
will,” while Ma, for his part, confessed to concocting the story in anger because one of
the GIs had slapped him as the two haggled over the price for sex with Ma’s wife.77

From the provost marshal’s perspective, some sexual violence, broadly in proportion
with troop strength, was inevitable. But CID agents did not think the uptick in
allegations indicated a worrisome increase in sex crimes. Chinese jealousy, misunder-
standing of loutish American behavior, or desire for financial compensation were more
plausible explanations, they believed.

While vague police reports and a few false rape accusations convinced the US Army’s
criminal investigators that nothing was amiss, rape hysteria was spreading. The US
military’s reputation had deteriorated because of the privilege, arrogance, and miscon-
duct of its personnel. But economic desperation compelled many Chinese to prostitute
themselves or their partners to GIs. The increase in fraternization alone generated deep
indignation, but as both Ma Weihan’s and the Yangs’ experiences demonstrated,
carousing could turn violent quickly. And while communication problems delayed
the transmission of Chinese police reports, it could also take weeks or months for US
headquarters to reply, which gave the impression of American indifference. Rumors
thrived in such situations, where a lack of reliable information about what was
happening combined with fear.78 By early May, these rumors crept into both the
Communist and Nationalist Party-controlled media. “Many women are being dragged
away to be ‘Jeep girls’ and deflowered,” warned the Xiandai funü (Modern Women),
a progressive feminist biweekly edited by underground members of the Chinese
Communist Party.79 On May 13, Zhongyang ribao printed a letter to the editor
threatening that “disturbances beyond imagination would arise” unless Chongqing
stopped GIs from dragging women off the city’s streets and into their Jeeps, an
occurrence the author claimed was happening “every night.”80

Backlash

Chinese men began lashing out in April 1945, a month before the May 13 letter alleging
nightly kidnappings, but these men targeted women, not Americans. At around 8:30 p.m.
on April 14, three GIs left Chongqing’s Sing Sing Café with three female companions. As
the group walked toward Jifang Road, several Chinesemen began insulting the women. The
Americans took offense, and a fistfight broke out. By the time police arrived, more than 100
onlookers had surrounded the group, pelting them with rocks and other debris.81 Over the
next few weeks, mobs of men and teenage boys gathered nightly outside the US Army’s
favorite liberty spots in Chongqing, including the Sing Sing, the Victory House, and the

77Alleged Kidnapping and Rape, Mar. 3, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of
Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 309, Box 670, 49a PA9-61.

78Roberts, What Soldiers Do, 239–242.
79“Tan Jipu nülang,” 5. On the Modern Woman biweekly see Liu, “Kangri jiuwang houqi,” 56–59.
80Jeep Drivers Abducting Girls, May 1945 14, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of
Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 266, Box 314, Morals and Conduct from 16 May to 30 June.

81Tang Yi cheng He Yaozu dian [Tang Yi Memorandum to He Haozu], Apr. 14, 1945, shi zhengfu dang’an, file no. 0053-
0010-00019-0099-101.
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Sino-Russian Café. They cursed and spat at women who accompanied American troops.
They also pulled the women’s hair and struck them with fists and rocks, leading to street
brawls. “The general assumption,” wrote Time magazine correspondent Theodore White,
“is that any girl with an American is a prostitute.”82 By ridiculing and assaulting so-called
Jeep girls, men in Chongqing carried out their own version of France’s tonte ritual, in which
Frenchmen reasserted their masculinity and the virility of France itself by shaving the heads
and ripping the clothes of women who had slept with German soldiers.83

As angry men humiliated Jeep girls in Chongqing, a US Army counterintelligence
investigation confirmed widespread anger about fraternization and panic over rape.
Chinese-speaking counterintelligence agents Pardee Lowe and Andrew Lee spent two
weeks investigating these issues. On April 23, together with a high-ranking informant
from the Chongqing Municipal Police Bureau, they mingled with a crowd of some 500
people gathered outside the Sino-Russian Café on Minzhu Road, opposite to the Sing
Sing. The mob, according to the police informant, comprised “street urchins, shoe-
shine boys, and street loiterers” who had assembled because of rumors GIs were forcing
women into Jeeps and molesting “decent girls” in the streets. But upon seeing women
fraternizing with the Americans, the men began cursing them for “making money from
foreigners in wicked ways.”84 Lowe and Lee also talked with ordinary civilians, police-
men, and Chinese employed by the US Army – none of whom had joined the liberty
spot crowds – who reported witnessing American personnel abducting, or attempting
to abduct, Chinese women. Two workers at the Li Xin Industrial shop, for example,
claimed to have seen GIs trying to force women into Jeeps outside the Cathay and Wei
Theaters each night, while a sweets dealer described a successful kidnapping involving
three GIs in a Jeep on April 30. The agents could not confirm any of these allegations,
but if left unchecked, Lowe and Lee warned, the panic could threaten the war effort.85

The US Army’s counterintelligence section concluded that American misconduct lay
at the root of the crisis. Poor behavior had been on their radar for some time. Lowe and
Lee had actually started investigating tensions over sexual relations in late March, after
a Chinese colonel stabbed a drunk American sergeant who had kicked down his door
while searching for a brothel.86 Between March 31 and April 9 alone, Lowe and Lee
confirmed incidents of intoxicated GIs molesting women in public, trashing shops and
restaurants, crashing parties, starting a drunken brawl at the Victory House, and
harassing high-ranking Chinese officers.87 On April 25, two days after mingling with

82Theodore White, “GIs and Chungking Girls,” June 2, 1945, Theodore White Papers, Box 58, Folder 16; “Chongqing ‘Jipu
nülang’ shijian shimo,” 41; and “Guan yu qudi Zhongguo nüzi dazai Meijun renyuan Jipuche gei Chongqing shi
zhengfu renshi chuli de xunling” [Orders of the Chongqing City Government on Banning Chinese Women from Riding
in US Military Jeeps], June 16, 1945, shi zhengfu dang’an, file no. 0953-0002-0179-0016.
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16 to 6/30 1945.
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the crowd outside the Sino-Russian Café, Lowe reported that American personnel in
the Chongqing area “have recently committed every major offense that visitors to
a foreign country are capable of performing,” including rape.88 The counterintelligence
section’s final report, submitted to Wedemeyer on May 5, divided violations into four
categories: inconsideration, offensive boisterousness, drunkenness, and law breaking.
One-third of American personnel in the China Theater, the agents estimated – approxi-
mately 18,000 men – were violators in one or more categories.89

American misconduct and Chinese resentment toward women triggered the Jeep girl
crisis, but large crowds could not have congregated outside Chongqing’s liberty spots
without tacit approval from Dai Li’s secret police. According to Dai’s onetime protégé
Shen Zui, some 20,000 Juntong agents, informers, and runners worked in Chongqing.
Juntong field officers, the most feared men in the city, operated inspection posts in every
conceivable public facility. When antigovernment protests broke out in February, Dai’s
agents and other secret police suppressed them ruthlessly. They could have done the
same with the liberty spot crowds if Dai had ordered them to. After all, the Juntong
Social Investigations Group, a 200-man force full of street thugs and petty criminals
tasked with keeping social order, was run out of a hotel on Minsheng Road, just steps
from the Victory House, where many Juntong runners worked as waiters. Most other
restaurants and cafés had formal Juntong connections, so Dai’s men would have known
about any public incident involving American personnel in downtown Chongqing.90

The Juntong role in spreading rumors or inciting mob violence is less clear. The key
archival files – the Chongqing Garrison Command’s Investigations Department – are
incomplete. But historical precedent and circumstantial evidence offer some clues.
Chinese had long associated Westerners with sexual lewdness, and local elites had
used rape rumors to mobilize anti-British resistance during the First Opium War: the
crowds that challenged British forces near Guangzhou were neither spontaneous nor
peasant led, as later histories insisted.91 The demographic profile Lowe and Lee’s police
informant identified on April 23 matched both the Juntong Social Investigations Group
and Dai’s preference for employing petty criminals and unemployed youth in street-
level secret operations.92 The Juntong also undertook an investigation of the liberty spot
crowds at the US Army counterintelligence section’s request, which concluded that
demonstrators were all gainfully employed – perhaps an effort to throw off the scent.93

And while Dai gained power from his cordial partnership with the US Navy, other
Juntong members might have acted on their own initiative. Agents liked to throw their
weight around, runners were poorly disciplined, and the Social Investigations Group

88Behavior of US Military Personnel, Chongqing Area, Apr. 25, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-
India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 266, Box 314, Morals and Conduct from 5/16 to 6/30 1945.

89Conduct of US Military Personnel in Chongqing and Effect on Sino-American Relations, May 5, 1945, Records of the US
Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 266, Box 314, Morals and
Conduct from 5/16 to 6/30 1945.

90Shen Zui, Shen Zui huiyi lu, 62–111; and Wakeman, Spymaster, 331–336, and 344.
91Wakeman, Strangers at the Gate, 38–56; and Dikotter, The Discourse of Race in Modern China, 43–44, and 158.
92Wakeman, The Shanghai Badlands, 22–23; and Shen Zui, Shen Zui huiyi lu, 72–73.
93Friction between US Army Personnel and Chinese Civilians, Apr. 27, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-
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operated without direct contact with Juntong headquarters.94 At the very least, Juntong
agents turned a blind eye, which facilitated and encouraged the demonstrations.

The situation outside Chongqing, however, where the Juntong wielded less authority,
looked no better. Crowds blocked the paths of Jeeps and harassed women accompanying
American servicemen in Chengdu, Guiyang, and Kunming, where GIs also clashed with
local men over interaction with female college students.95 On April 23, two intoxicated
enlisted men with lengthy rap sheets and histories of violence against Chinese beat an
elderly woman to death in front of a large crowd outside Kunming.96 Friction over sexual
relations also compelled American authorities to place most of Baoshan off limits starting
April 28.97 On May 10, according to Chinese military sources, intoxicated GIs passing
through Qianjiang near the Hunan-Sichuan border attempted to kidnap the wife of
a local restaurant owner.98 Two days later, US Army censors obtained a letter from
a Chinese stationed in Guizhou addressed to a comrade in India: “Two girls of my
department were surrounded by a group of American soldiers who tried to drag them
away. The girls got away when twenty or more boy students came to their rescue.… Any
girl who is now seen riding in a Jeep with Americans should be ostracized.”99

It did not take long before crowds began targeting US troops directly, which forced
Wedemeyer’s hand. On May 8, several men assaulted an American major in Chongqing
after he stopped his Jeep to help rescue children from a housefire. The Chinese woman
accompanying him claimed that local police and fireman participated in the assault.100

Three days later, Chinese men armed with sticks and rocks attacked P. B. Smitty, an
American MP on joint patrol with Chinese gendarmes. “The United States provides
China with arms and equipment, and the Americans serving here get paid back with
rocks and clubs,” said Smitty after the attack.101 The next day, a counterintelligence agent
was hit with rocks while driving a Jeep in Chongqing. “It can be seen in the absence of
girls,” he wrote, “the resentment was transferred to any occupant of any Jeep.”102

The counternarrative

On May 16, Wedemeyer sent out a memo addressed to all American personnel in the
China Theater. “Public incidents which discredit America in the eyes of the Chinese,”

94Shen Zui, Shen Zui huiyi lu, 71–72, and 93–94; and Wakeman, Spymaster, 336.
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he warned, “have been increasing to an alarming degree in the last month or two.” Little
things, he wrote, such as yelling, public drinking, and slapping strangers on the back
had lowered Americans “in Chinese public opinion to a noticeable degree.” More
serious were the behaviors Wedemeyer believed had caused Chinese men to lash out
in Chongqing:

Accosting women in public places, often very offensively and in the presence of an escort.
Public appearances with notorious prostitutes; fast and reckless driving – noisy joy-riding
with cheap women sometimes in Army cars or Jeeps; drunkenness to the point of actually
passing out in public; over-bearing and arrogant attitudes toward Chinese officers or police
who are doing their duty.

Present conditions, he warned, “cannot and will not be allowed to continue.” Although
Wedemeyer blamed a “small minority” of GIs rather than a full third of American
personnel, his memo reflected the counterintelligence section’s conclusions, admitting
that sexual misconduct had caused Sino-American relations to deteriorate.103

In his May 18 memo to Chiang, however, Wedemeyer blamed the crisis on an anti-
American newspaper campaign. Newspaper accounts alleging sex crimes, he told
Chiang, were unduly vague and impossible to verify. “We cannot help but suspect
that some undesirable elements are using this as a pretext for anti-American activity,”
he charged. In reality, he wrote, “Americans hold Chinese women in the highest
regard … the great majority of cases in which Chinese women have felt disrespected
have stemmed from cultural differences.” Wedemeyer conceded that some Americans
had caused trouble, but he assured Chiang that he had taken measures to halt mis-
conduct. Now he wanted Chiang to use the Propaganda Department of the
Guomindang Central Committee (Zhongyang xuanchuan bu) to make sure newspapers
portrayed American servicemen “in the most positive rather than the most negative
light.” Failure to bring the press into line, Wedemeyer warned, would lead to serious
consequences, and his men “would retaliate against embarrassment at the hands of
crowds.”104

Whatever the Guomindang’s involvement in stirring up resentment and turning
a blind eye toward anti-American demonstrators, Chiang cracked down. From his
perspective, Sino-American military cooperation had reached unprecedented heights
in mid-1945, so his dependence on the US Army gave him little choice but to make
Wedemeyer’s demands his top priority.105 But by investing his shrinking political
resources in placating this American envoy rather than addressing the concerns of his
own people, Chiang continued the downward spiral of repression that exacerbated
opposition to Guomindang rule.106

The Guomindang’s Propaganda Department now promoted a new Jeep girl narra-
tive, one diametrically opposed to what had appeared in the press over the past two
months. Rigid censorship was necessary, Chiang told Chongqing Mayor He Yaozu,

103Safeguarding Chinese-American Relationships, May 16, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-
India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, of the Special Staff, Box 95, Morals and Conduct from May 16, 1945
to June 30, 1945.

104Weidemai cheng Jiang Jieshi dian [Albert Wedemeyer Memorandum to Chiang Kai-shek], May 18, 1945, shi zhengfu
dang’an, file no. 0053-0010-00142-0235–237.

105Ch’i Hsi-sheng, Jianba nüzhang de mengyou, 697.
106Other US-supported autocrats would find themselves in similar dilemmas after 1945. See McCoy, In the Shadows of
the American Century, chap. 2.
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because “regardless of whether or not [allegations regarding Jeep girls] were the result
of instigation by traitors, they had a negative influence on the feelings of American
military personnel.”107 Rape rumors disappeared from Guomindang-backed newspa-
pers, which now belittled the “unreasonable people” and “angry rumormongers”
offended by fraternization.108 The Office of Strategic Services (OSS) assisted Chiang
by syndicating articles from the Damei wanbao (Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury),
an OSS-run “black,” or secret, propaganda outlet.109 A column in the May 20 issue of
the Liangzhou pinglun (Fortnightly News), for example, refuted the rape allegations
published in the Zhongyang ribao on May 13 and compared the behavior of the
“howling mobs of hoodlums” in Chongqing to “Japs running amuck.”110 China’s
highest selling magazine, Xi feng (West Wind), echoed Wedemeyer’s claim that “cul-
tural differences,” rather than American misconduct, led Chinese to assume the worst
about GIs’ intentions toward women.111 And instead of seeing Jeep girls as symbols of
national decline, authors now touted the benefits of fraternization. Intermarriage
between GIs and Chinese women, the Cornell-educated agronomist Dong Shijin
wrote in the Dagong bao (L’Impartial) on May 25, would aid the war effort and “the
friendship between the two countries because no relationship is closer than
marriage.”112

Mayor He Yaozu and FAB Director He Haoruo held a press conference at Chiang’s
behest on May 26 to reinforce this new narrative – at the Victory House of all places.
The FAB director told the incredulous Chinese journalists gathered at the US Army’s
favorite liberty spot, “The Allied [American] troops that have come to China are noted
for their strict observance of discipline, and their friendly feeling and polite behavior
toward the Chinese people are especially well known.”113 The mayor repeated similar
absurdities in a Dagong bao editorial the next day, stressing that Sino-American
cooperation was “especially” gratifying in Chongqing. Most GIs, he wrote, “by giving
our girls a lift in their Jeeps, are simply helping the girls – a chivalrous act that merits
emulation.”114 The two men expressed more nuanced views outside the public eye. He
Haoruo passed sexual misconduct and other crime allegations to Wedemeyer almost
daily, while the mayor wrote that GIs caused “almost constant trouble” at places like the
Victory House, because they “lacked proper entertainment facilities.”115

Chiang also turned his security forces, including the Juntong, against anyone who
made liberty inconvenient for American personnel. Citing P. B. Smitty, the American
MP attacked in Chongqing on May 11, Chiang vowed to stamp out anti-American
demonstrations.116 To prevent mobs from forming, English-speaking foreign affairs

107Jiang Jieshi ling He Yaozu dian [Orders from Chiang Kai-shek to He Yaozu], May 31, 1945, shi zhengfu dang’an, file
no. 0053-0010-00142–0293.

108Yi Ren, “Cong ZhongMei nannü shijiao tan guomin waijiao,” 4–5; Hong Shen, “Guanyu Jipu nülang”; and Nan Mo,
“Jipu nülang,” 1.

109Yu, The Dragon’s War, 159–60.
110“Yingxiang ZhongMei youyi de ‘Jipu nülang’ shijian,” 47–48.
111Yan Jun, “ZhongMei nannü shejiao,” 25–27.
112Dong Shijin, “Guanyu Jipu nülang.”
113“He Haoruo jiang jun tan ZhongMei shejiao.”
114He Yaozu, “ZhongMei nannü shejiao guannian zhi chengqing.”
115He Yaozu zhi Bao Huaguo dian [He Yaozu Memorandum to Bao Huaguo], May 29, 1945, Shehui ju dang’an [Social
Affairs Bureau Archives], file no. 0060-0002-01932-0022.

116Junshi weiyuan hui ling Chongqing shi zhengfu dian [National Military Council Orders to the Chongqing Municipal
Government], May 29, 1945, shi zhengfu dang’an, file no. 0053-0010-00142-0270–80.
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police now accompanied US military police on crowd control duty.117 Police also
posted English speakers at each substation.118 Starting May 27, theaters displayed
slideshows warning people to keep clear of American soldiers or face severe punish-
ment. Paramilitaries from the Peace Preservation Corps began reinforcing the police
who protected American liberty spots, and posters went up around the city advising
parents that they would be held responsible if minor children bothered American
personnel.119

To reverse declining support for the US military among his own armed forces,
Chiang ordered the Chinese Army on May 27 to “spare no effort in cooperating with
our allied friends.” The Americans, he said, should be emulated for their discipline and
“respect for women.”120 These orders were quoted from the National Military Council’s
lengthy publication, Ruhe zhidao guanbing yu mengjun xiangchu (How to Guide Our
Soldiers to Get Along with Allied Troops), which also assured Chinese servicemen that
“Americans held up women at an unimaginable level.”121 Mayor He, meanwhile,
discussed a plan with security forces and city government representatives for educating
police, gendarmes, and civil servants about cultural differences in gender relations
between China and the United States.122

Chiang’s counternarrative revealed the conspicuous inequality between the two allies
while providing fodder for his domestic critics. Wedemeyer declined to take Chiang
into his confidence and instead pushed him into taking measures that undermined his
own position in China. By branding all Chinese who took offense at American mis-
conduct as ignorant or treacherous, Chiang alienated large swathes of the Chinese
populace, including his own soldiers, police, and secret agents. Tightening control over
the press may have halted publication of unsubstantiated sex crime rumors, but it also
weakened trust in the government. Printing outright lies about the harmonious state of
Chinese–American relations in Chongqing did not alter reality: the image of well-
disciplined GIs placing women on a pedestal was so at odds with what ordinary
Chinese had observed that few people could have taken such articles, or the National
Military Council’s How to Guide Our Soldiers to Get Along with Allied Forces, seriously.
In doing everything Wedemeyer wanted and trusting the American general to weed out
misconduct, Chiang wagered on the American general’s ability to produce quick and
decisive results.

Chiang’s gamble failed to pay off. American commanders implemented only minor
changes aimed at reducing misconduct, but even these measures met with numerous

117Tang Yi ling jingcha ju shi fenju dian [Tang Yi Orders to the Tenth Precinct], June 19, 1945, Chongqing shi jingcha ju
dang’an [Chongqing Municipal Police Bureau Archives], file no. 0061-0611-00213-0009.

118Chongqing shi zhengfu ge jiguan shangtao qiadai mengjun huiyi jilu [Notes from the Municipal Governement
Meeting Discussing US Forces], May 26, 1945, shi zhengfu dang’an, file no. 0053-0004-00201-0026–27.

119“Miscellaneous News,” Xinmin wanbao [Xinmin Evening News], May 28, 1945, Chinese Press Review #144, Records of
the Office of War Information, Record Group 208, OWI Informational File on Asia, Box 381, unmarked folder; “New
Measures Concerning Public Order,” Guomin gongbao [National Gazette], May 30, 1945, Chinese Press Review #145,
Records of the Office of War Information, Record Group 208, OWI Informational File on Asia, Box 383; “Chongqing
weishu zong siling bu bugao,” [Announcement from the Chongqing Garrison Command Headquarters], May 31, 1945,
Chongqing shi jingcha ju dang’an, file no. 0061-0001-00029-0092.

120“Weizuo xunling budui jiaqiang dui Meijun youyi.”
121Ruhe zhidao guanbing yu mengjun xiangchu [How to Guide Our Soldiers to Get Along with Allied Troops], June 18,
1945, shi zhengfu dang’an, file no. 0053-0010-00142-0312-15.108.

122Chongqing shi ge jiguan shangtao qiadai mengjun huiyi jilu, May 26, 1945, shi zhengfu dang’an, file no. 0053-0004-
00201-0026–27.
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setbacks. In Kunming, plans to expand recreational opportunities and understanding
about Chinese culture quickly fizzled out. Nonmilitary goods remained in short supply,
and the US Army’s special service library managed to locate just one book about
China.123 A theater-wide 11:00 p.m. curfew and ban on pleasure driving reduced
venereal disease rates in the city. But military police shortages, slowness in reporting
derelictions, and frequent troop movements hampered investigations of earlier sex
crimes, while allowing new violators to slip through the cracks. The US Army’s
disciplinary crackdown, meanwhile, elicited complaints from enlisted personnel and
pushback from Washington. GIs in Yunnan accused military police of abusing their
power, while the War Department warned that lengthy prison terms reflected poorly on
the military. “Resorts to courts martial to enforce discipline evidence a lack of leader-
ship in the unit commander,” wrote Major General Gilbert Cheves, the SOS comman-
der in China.124

American personnel continued to commit sex crimes and assault Chinese women.
Private Omar White assaulted a Chinese couple in Kunming with a wine bottle on
May 17, for which he earned just one night in the stockade.125 But a court martial did
sentence two enlisted men to life behind bars for a June 15 rape they committed in
Luoping, near the Yunnan-Guangxi border. Down the road in Bose, a strategic Guangxi
military town, more than 400 Chinese saw an intoxicated sergeant named Raymond
Belitz trying to stab a Chinese professor and knock his seriously ill wife, Madame Liang,
out of a Jeep after Belitz caused a drunk driving accident. Two CID agents who
happened to be in Bose to investigate other allegations against American personnel
subdued Belitz before he stabbed anyone. The Chinese professor, ironically, had come
to Bose as part of a government-sponsored lecture tour undertaken to help rebuild trust
between American personnel and Chinese civilians.126 The town had been on edge after
two nights of violence that began when GIs pushed a sex worker into a river and ended
when several American soldiers carried out a drive-by shooting in Bose’s red-light
district that left a coolie with two bullets in his neck.127 These incidents were part of an
overall increase in violent crime committed by American personnel in June and July.128

The clearest indication that Chiang’s campaign failed to produce the desired results
came from the Chinese Army. During the spring, when crowds began forming outside
liberty spots in Chongqing, US forces did not report a single attack on American
military personnel by Chinese armed forces. But by summer, US commanders warned
that Americans now faced “an ever-increasing number of incidents involving

123Conduct of United States Military Personnel, June 7, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India
Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 541, Box 85, 250 Discipline.

124Discipline and Morale of Troops in China, May 12, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India
Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 541, Box 85, 250 Discipline.

125Report of Delinquency: Omar White, May 18, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters
of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 541, Box 82, 230.742.

126Initial and Final Report, Case #627-232, Sept. 5, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-India
Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 541, Box 85, 250 Discipline.

127Alleged Shooting of Chinese Civilians by American Personnel at Bose, Guangxi, Sept. 13, 1945, Records of the US
Army Forces in the China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 541, Box 85, 250 Discipline.

128Report of Staff Judge Advocate for the Month of July Aug. 5, 1945, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the
China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 419, Box 246, Monthly JAG Reports.
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intimidation of US personnel at the point of a gun by Chinese soldiers and officers.”129

Chiang’s forces had begun taking matters into their own hands.
Most confrontations involved women. On May 16, four unidentified Chinese soldiers

killed Sergeant Joseph Diltz near Luliang Airbase. Diltz had long flaunted his associa-
tions with Chinese women. He went a step too far when he put up his favorite sex
workers in rooms that were supposed to be reserved for housing Chinese Air Force
officers.130 Further west in Baoshan, Chinese soldiers opened fire on American person-
nel in two separate incidents. They shot at an officer driving a Jeep on June 13 because
two Chinese women were aboard, resulting in a standoff involving an entire Chinese
Army platoon.131 On July 4, soldiers from the same platoon abducted two black GIs at
gunpoint after hearing rumors that black American personnel were raping women in
Baoshan, leading to a shootout.132 Four days later, Chinese soldiers drew their weapons
on a group of American enlisted men sitting with two Chinese women at a café in
Chongqing. The GIs pleaded for help from three Chinese officers seated at a nearby
table, who ignored them. Finally, an English-speaking Chinese major stood up and
shouted, “I don’t want American soldiers to go with Chinese girls!”.133

Friction over sexual relations poisoned Sino-American ties on the ground in China
more than any other factor. Indeed, as Cynthia Enloe shows, without delicate adjust-
ment of relations between local women and foreign men, any foreign military presence
can spark enough nationalist resentment to subvert the very structure of an alliance.134

The furor over Jeep girls did not wreck the Sino–US alliance, but the narratives that
fueled the anti-American backlash in southwest China resonated powerfully because so
many Chinese men had grown wary of the US presence. By early 1945, conflicts
between American personnel and Chinese interpreters, soldiers, officials, and male
civilians had all aggravated resentment against unequal treatment. But only sexual
relations, by threatening both Chinese sovereignty and manhood, triggered a violent
backlash.

The backlash against Jeep girls and American personnel made Chiang Kai-shek’s
contradictory political requirements untenable. His alliance with the United States
entailed managing a delicate balance between responsiveness to American demands
and remaining popular enough at home to maintain legitimacy.135 Chiang found
himself on the rocks with both constituencies in spring 1945. Many US diplomats
and military commanders had soured on him years before, but the Stilwell Crisis
shattered his formerly untarnished image in the American press, raising the possibility

129Display of Weapons by US and Chinese Personnel, Aug. 3, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-Burma-
India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 265, Box 63, 000.5 from Aug. 1, 1945 to 31 December.

130Murder and Robbery of American Soldiers at APO 430: Final Report, July 5, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in
the China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 306, Box 666, Investigation, May 1945.

131Altercation between American and Chinese Military Personnel, June 28, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the
China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 541, Box 68, 014.13 Relations with Civil and
Military.

132Altercation between Chinese and American Personnel at Baoshan, July 28, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in
the China-Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 541, Box 67, 000.5 Crimes Folder from
July 22, 1945.

133Tang Yi ling dishi fenju dian [Tang Yi Orders to Tenth Precinct], Sept. 4, 1945, Chongqing shi jingcha ju dang’an, file
no. 0061-0011-00048-0019-19.1; Wedemeyer to Chiang, Aug. 11, 1945, Records of the US Army Forces in the China-
Burma-India Theaters of Operations, Record Group 493, UD-UP 265, Box 63, 00.5 from Aug. 1, 1945 to 31 December.

134Enloe, Bananas, Beaches, and Bases, 66–67.
135On other US-allied autocrats who faced the same dilemma, see McCoy, In the Shadows of the American Century, chap. 2.
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that the White House could abandon him. His own domestic standing, meanwhile,
reached a low-water mark in the wake of the Ichigo offensive. Doing anything to
jeopardize his relationship with Wedemeyer was not an option, nor was appearing
indifferent as GIs raped and corrupted Chinese women in the wartime capital. By
allowing the press to stir up resentment and demonstrators in Chongqing to become
unruly, Chiang took a gamble. Time and again, his FAB had implored US commanders
to curb sexual misconduct, to no avail. Perhaps Chiang believed that anti-American
demonstrations would pressure Wedemeyer into halting liberty in Chongqing or con-
fining sexual relations to special government-run brothels, as Tang Yi had suggested.
Instead, Chiang found himself backed into a corner, and his dependence on US good-
will left him little choice but to placate his American chief of staff.

Chiang’s response satisfied Wedemeyer at the expense of local needs and desires.
Military prostitution serving American personnel had become a hated public spectacle,
and everyone in Chongqing from street urchins to the FAB director seemed convinced
that sexual assault had reached epidemic levels. The Jeep girl narratives gave voice to
paternalistic outrage over sexual relations, while the liberty spot demonstrations
implied that security forces would look the other way if men lashed out at GIs or
their female companions. Chiang’s crackdown and counternarrative made him look like
an American lackey who prioritized protecting foreign sexual predators over their
innocent Chinese victims. For an embattled leader who presented himself as Chinese
nationalism personified, Chiang could not have done worse.

The Nationalist government would come to regret this response, as well as allowing
the Jeep girl narratives to be deployed in the first place. Jeep girls would also return to
haunt the Americans. Both sides came off looking horribly tarnished: the Americans as
a supposed ally whose sexual behavior brought to mind the ugliest excesses of Japan’s
occupation, and the Nationalist government as their enthusiastic enablers. The whole
ordeal could have been a huge propaganda coup for the Communists, but they
refrained from exploiting it. Most press commentary about Jeep girls appeared in
government-affiliated periodicals. And neither the US Army nor the Nationalists
found any evidence of Communist agitation amongst the anti-American demonstrators
in Chongqing, even though it would have been convenient for both parties to try to pin
the blame on the Chinese Communist Party. After Japan’s surrender, the pattern of
American sexual misconduct and apparent Nationalist indifference would continue,
proving that neither side learned the right lessons from the Jeep girl crisis. The same
could not be said about the Communists, who went on to deploy the Jeep girl-as-rape-
victim narrative as a crucial propaganda tool in their efforts to seize and consolidate
power.
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Glossary

Baishiyi 白市驛
Bao Huaguo 包華國
Baoshan 保山
Bose 百色
Chengdu 成都
Chongqing weishu zong silingbu 重慶衛戍總司令部
Dagong bao 《大公報》

Damei wanbao 《大美晚報》

Dai Li 戴笠
Dali 大理
Dong Shijin 董時進
Fabi 法幣
Guangxi ribao 《廣西日報》

Guilin 桂林
Guiyang 貴陽
Guizhou 貴州
He Haoruo 何浩若
He Yaozu 賀耀祖
Huang Jiade 黃嘉德
jifang 機房
Jipu nülang 吉普女郎
Junshi weiyuanhui waishiju 軍事委員會外事局
Juntong 軍統
Kunming 昆明
Liangzhou pinglun 《兩週評論》

Liziba 李子壩
Li Xin 厲新
Luliang 陸梁
Luoping 羅平
Ma Weihan 馬維漢
Mei Yiqi 梅貽琦
Mei Zubin 梅祖彬
minzhu 民主
minsheng 民生
Nanping 南屏
Qianjiang 黔江
Ruhe zhidao guanbing yu mengjun xiangchu 《如何指導官兵與盟軍相處》

Saodang bao 《掃蕩報》

Shen Chong shijian 沈崇時間
Shen Zui 沈醉
Shiqiaopu 石橋鋪
Shishi xinbao 《時事新報》

Tang Yi 唐毅
Tao Cenggu 陶曾谷
waishi ju 外事局
Wang Anlin 王安林
Wang Shiming 汪世銘
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Wang Yabo 汪亞伯
Weidemai 魏德邁
Wujiaba 巫家壩
Xi feng 《西風》

Xiandai funü 《現代婦女》

Xinwen tiandi 《新聞天地》

Yangkai (Yangjie) 羊街
Yang Zhengcai 楊正彩
Yunnanyi 雲南驛
Zha Hailun 查海倫
Zhang Wanli 張萬里
Zhengyi bao 《正義報》

Zhongyang ribao 《中央日報》

Zhongyang xuanchuan bu 中央宣傳部
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